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This paper presents research results concerning the (re)-construction of the ethnic / national
identities of particular minority communities in the Republic of Croatia, as shaped by
fluctuations in the social and historical context (over the period when Croatia was part of the
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, thereafter in the periods of democratic transformation, the
Homeland War, and the independent Republic of Croatia). We take a multi-method approach,
on the one hand exploring the official categorization and classification of national minorities
within the Constitution of the FRY and the Constitution of the RC, whilst also examining
theoretical and conceptual explanations and their implementation in defining identity.
The empirical part includes in-depth interviews with members of different ethnic minority
communities living across the territory of present-day Croatia. The paper emphasizes how
certain institutional classificatory schemes or historical moments may be imposed or lead to
volatility as concerns the strategies, positions and roles of certain minority communities. In
addition to the official definition and institutionalized classificatory schemes that are directly
attributed to the specific identity characteristics of each group, social identities can be the result
of free choice, coercion, strategy games played by individuals / members of certain groups
themselves or resources mobilized in order to achieve political or economic goals. Through
considering these two approaches to the analysis of national minority identities in present-day
Croatia, we elaborate not only the procedural and dynamic character of identity but also its
variable and situational nature.
Keywords: ethnic situation, event, identity, ethnic group, national minority, national minorities
in Croatia

INTRODUCTION
Interaction and coexistence of the majority and minority peoples,
constant migrations, change of borders and socio-political systems, as well
as occasional war conflicts, are an idiosyncrasy of the Croatian geography
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and history. The authors believe that the Croatian geography and history
in near ‘laboratory’ environment provide researchers with the opportunity
to find answers to some debatable theoretical questions on ethnic identity.
Our work, epistemologically speaking, is founded upon Luhmann’s
(2001b) principle of constructing and maintaining a system by observation
operation through differentiation and denomination. The result thereof is
the fundamental research program (method) of systemic approach. In this
theoretical framework, transformations of identity of ethnic groups are not
a consequence of cultural differences between them, but rather a cognitive
process in which observers produce diversity by differentiating (Bateson
1979:99).
Another research program is the observation of observers and their
differentiation codes, descriptions, categorizations and classification
systems. This makes understandable the mechanisms used by observation
apparatuses in power to define ethnic situations and the processes behind
the ‘microphysics of power’ manifested in ethnic situations:
“Observers do frequently better foresee an effect based on knowing
a situation than a personality and, accordingly, their observation is
often, if not predominantly, inconsistent with the mental state of
actor.” (Luhmann 2001a:240)

In this sense, our approach is also founded on the observation of parts
of state and its institutions on the one side, and analysis of the discourse
of minority communities in Croatia resulting from the observation and
understanding of one’s own position in an ethnic situation, on the other
side. It is in this sense that the principal researching method of a sociologist,
historian or anthropologist should be interpretive. To support this, as Geertz
demonstrated earlier (1973), social sciences should not deal with ‘objective
facts’, but rather with interpretations of these facts and interpretations of
their interpretations. This, furthermore, is the last recourse of the second-,
third- and nth-degree observers. From illustrated epistemological and
theoretical positions, central research issue is derived: How is the basic
‘inclusion-exclusion’ correlation between individuals and social (primarily
ethnic) groups, so inherent in the majority-minority relationship, organized
within different socio-political systems? Which are the factors leading to
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mobilization, destabilization or revitalization of the multifaceted ethnic
identity and what way is the identity (re)constructed in different ethnic
situations?

METHODOLOGICAL AND CONCEPTUAL CLARIFICATIONS
So as to demonstrate the ways of (re)constructing the identity of given
minorities within the Croatian territory, thereby testing the model of ethnic
situation, this research has applied the qualitative methodological approach.
Starting from a set of basic theoretical hypotheses, the research was started
by an interpretive analysis of classification schemes and definitions of
national minorities at the official constitutional level of both the Socialist
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (SFRY) and Republic of Croatia (RC). The
empirical part of research included 50 in-depth semi-structured interviews1
of maximum variation with members of several different national minority
communities residing in different places/regions within Croatia. While
defining the national identity, focus was placed on such social constructs as
collective memory, collective guilt and stigma leading to diverse forms of
repressed, hidden, substitute or imaginary identity. This paper shows how
certain institutional schematic classifications or historic Events may impose
or lead to a change in strategies of self-description by an ethnic (minority)
group, and are, we believe, always strongly tied to a change in ethnic
situation. Besides the nature of national/ethnic identity, certain subjectiveobjective criteria potentially relevant for the clarification and definition of
national/ethnic identity are also dealt with. This way elucidation is given
not only to the processing and dynamic character of identity, but also its
variable and situational nature. The key to the forming of identity of ethnic
(national) minority communities is, hence, historic heritage. Every national
community has a unique experience and history (Buzan 1991) and will, as

Interviews held between 2010 and 2014, according to previously agreed conditions
via contacts and agreements with institutional representatives of national minorities
participating in the organization of interviewee arrival and arrangement of venue. The
paper lists interviewees by their initials, year of birth and place of residence.
1
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such, develop its own unique collective identity. Likewise, it was essential
to determine in which period the collective identity develops, that is how
much it rides on a specific ethnic situation or social, political and economic
context.
When speaking of national minority identity, the concepts of ethnic/
national community and ethnic/national identity will be synonymous as
they both reflect national minority communities not residing in their mother
states but in the territory of the RC.

ETHNIC SITUATION, EVENT AND IDENTITY OF ETHNIC
GROUPS
Ethnic situation is a theoretical and observational model enabling a
specific observed ethnic situation be placed within a suitable synchronic
(spatial) and diachronic (historic) context. Ethnic situation is an analytical
observational tool in the eye of the observer. Observers are, according to
Luhmann’s constructivist epistemology, functionally differentiated social
systems – science, art, politics, the law, organizations, fundamentally – the
state. The present model of ethnic situation includes a spatio-temporal
context covered by observation, participants-individuals (actors) and the
state – the supervisory and classification apparatus with the political power.
The structures and processes in an ethnic situation (this case, Croatian)
are realized via uninterrupted communication and interaction. The Event
builds upon the event in interaction, and statement upon the statement
in communication. With time, interaction and communication become
routinized, institutionalized and form relatively firm relationship structures
liberating participants from thinking about what to do in each and every
specific situation (Berger and Luckmann 1992:42–45). In a world of
routinized events and communication, on occasion an Event takes place in
the sense of A. Badiou (2005:173–178). The Event is, unlike the usual events,
recognized by automatic impact on the change of ethnic situation. After it,
the past or the future of participants in an ethnic situation simply cannot
remain the same. A credible description of an ethnic situation presupposes
observation of the function of the state as an organization concentrating
power in a given territory and its roles in shaping the ethnic situation. State
40
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power is realized by mechanisms of observation, supervision, surveillance,
nomination and categorization of social groups and individuals constituting
its population.2
Examples of above Events in the Croatian ethnic situation are the
Anti-Fascist (Communist) victory in WW2 or the decision to separate
from the SFRY and create Croatia as a national state. The Croatian state,
like any other, soon assumed its fundamental functions: population census,
surveillance, penalization, legislation, all based on the new population
classification scheme. Starting from Luhmann’s (2001b) principle of
constructing and maintaining a system by observation operation through
differentiation and denomination, this research focused particularly on the
(self)descriptions by observers (of the state as a classifying surveillance
apparatus and members of ethnic groups) and their logical grouping into
classification systems of human cooperatives, discourses, attitudes and
constructions of diverse identities.3

NATIONAL MINORITIES AND THEIR CONSTITUTIONAL
POSITION WITHIN SFRY/RC
The decision on building Yugoslavia on the federal principle, officially
adopted in 1943 in Jajce, set forth a conclusion on the national issue on the
basis of full equality of all peoples in Yugoslavia. National minorities’
rights were also agreed upon, in principle. State Anti-Fascist Council for
the National Liberation of Croatia (ZAVNOH) on 9 May 1944 passed the
Declaration of Basic Rights of Peoples and Citizens of the Federal State of
Croatia to proclaim that national minorities in Croatia will be given full rights
to a national life. The Constitution of 1963 for the first time introduced the

For a more detailed presentation of said functions of the state, see article Power of
Classifications: Classification Schemes and the Construction of Ethnic Structure in Civil
Croatia and Slavonia (1785–1860) (Vukić 2008).
3
Writing from a somewhat different theoretical standpoint on the pivotal role of classifying
and categorizing apparatuses, and on the relationship between ethnicity and nationalism in
identity construction is T. H. Eriksen (1991; 2002).
2
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concept of ‘peoplehood’ (narodnost). The provision on national minority
right to freely use their language and develop their culture was now added
the right to form minority organizations. The constitution also foresaw the
basic rule on schools for members of given national minorities, according
to which classes were to be held in the languages of national minorities.
Pursuant to Article 43, the republican constitutions and legal acts were given
authority to establish any other rights of individual national minorities.4
Vital changes in the status of peoples and peoplehood were introduced in
the Constitution of SFRY on 21 February 1974. Only then was peoplehood
integrated equally and fairly in the system, and became bearer of sovereignty
within the federation itself. It was from that point on that the republican
constitutions too introduced the concept of ‘peoplehood’, parallelly with
(except in the constitutions of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Montenegro)
‘ethnic group’. Ethnic group referred to Romanies, Vlachs and Jews. Based
on such status of man and citizen, primarily as member of a nation or ethnic
group, the Socialist Yugoslavia formed the methodology of population
census. Unlike previous censuses and classification methodologies, the
Socialist Yugoslavia for the first time allowed personal attitudes toward
ethnic and national belonging. Each citizen was given right to declare their
affiliation with a people or nationality (Art. 170 of the Constitution of the
SFRY, 1974). Regardless of their decision, the citizen enjoys full equality
in rights and obligations and before the law because nationality, race, sex,
language, religion, education or social status cannot be used to discriminate
against somebody (Art. 154). Any encouragement or imposing of national
intolerance, or stirring up of national, racial or religious hatred is held to
be unconstitutional and punishable by law. Pursuant to the Constitution of
1974, Yugoslavia was envisioned as a federation of republics wherein each
one (with the exception of Bosnia and Herzegovina) belonged to a single
nation. Serbia comprised autonomous provinces of Vojvodina and Kosovo
that were simultaneously constituents of the SFRY. Pursuant to Article 1 of
the Constitution, the SFRY was defined as a state association of voluntarily
united peoples with their socialist republics, plus autonomous provinces

Constitution of the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia (FPRY) from 1963, Official
Gazette, Belgrade, 1964.
4
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of Vojvodina and Kosovo. Nations were held to be such ethnic groups that
owned their own republic/state: Croats, Serbs, Slovenes, Macedonians and
Montenegrins.5 Status of a national minority, according to the Constitution
of the Socialist Republic of Croatia (SRC), was granted to ethnic groups
with a mother state (Czechs, Hungarians, Ruthenians, Slovaks, Italians and
Ukrainians), while status of an ethnic group to peoples without a state of
their own (Romanies).6
The nations within the SFRY had the status of ‘constitutive people’,
pillars of the federation. Members of the nations also had certain advantages
in the whole territory of the country. Serbs, pursuant to the Constitution
of the SRC, were a constitutive people of the Republic up until the
Constitution of 1990 made them equal with all other national groups. One of
key determinants of the equality of national minorities within the SRC was
their direct participation in representative bodies and state administration
on all levels.
The concept of minority was not introduced until the Constitution
of the Republic of Croatia of 22 December 1990. The Constitution of
1990 and Constitutional Act on Human Rights and Liberties and Rights of
Ethnic and National Communities or Minorities (1991) list sixteen minority
groups or communities, seven mentioned above (Czechs, Hungarians,
Ruthenians, Slovaks, Italians, Ukrainians and Romanies), five minority
communities formed from the former constitutive peoples of the then
Yugoslavia (Montenegrins, Macedonians, Muslims, Slovenes and Serbs)
plus groups who for political (Austrians and Germans) or other reasons
(Jews, Albanians) were not accepted by the former system as national units
on the Croatian territory.

Muslims had the status of ‘constitutive people’, a nation, but their position was by far
different due to the fact that they had no republic/state of their own.
6
Albanians, though a recognized minority in Yugoslavia, did not enjoy the same status in
Croatia within the SFRY; Jews, due to non-diversification of the religious and the national,
had no constitutionally guaranteed minority rights; Austrians and Germans, on account of
collective guilt, had no right to self-organization; while the Russians, Bulgarians, Greeks,
Turks, Vlachs, Poles and Romanians, because of their fewness and disinterest, remained
but an occasional phenomenon in Croatia.
5
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In keeping with the Constitutional Act on Amendments to the
Constitution of the Republic of Croatia (1997), the original core of the
Constitution listed the following autochthonous minorities7 in Croatia:
Serbs, Czechs, Slovaks, Italians, Hungarians, Jews, Germans, Austrians,
Ukrainians, Ruthenians and others, but not Slovenes or Bosniaks. After
protests and pressure exerted by the EU, the Constitutional Act on Human
Rights and Liberties and Rights of Ethnic and National Communities
or Minorities in the Republic of Croatia of 2000 (consolidated text)
acknowledged the status of national minority to virtually all ethnic
groups, including Slovenes and Bosniaks (Art. 3). The same article lists
the following national minorities whose equality is protected by the
Republic of Croatia, namely Albanians, Austrians, Bosniaks, Bulgarians,
Montenegrins, Czechs, Hungarians, Macedonians, Germans, Poles,
Romanies, Romanians, Ruthenians, Russians, Slovaks, Slovenes, Serbs,
Italians, Turks, Ukrainians, Vlachs and Jews.
The above solution of recognizing equal rights to all ethnic minorities
regardless of their number or duration of stay within the territory of the state
was a positive legislative precedent on the Croatian part. For comparative
purposes, no legal acts by European countries recognize Romanies as a
national minority. Particularly revolutionary was, thus, the decision on
recognizing the status of national minority to Albanians arriving in Croatia
as the migrant workforce. On the day of 13 December 2003, Croatia fulfilled
one of the pivotal prerequisites for the accession to the European Union
by adopting the Constitutional Act on the Rights of National Minorities,
thus laying the legislative and political ground for uninterrupted growth
of minority communities. The framework of the new Constitutional Act
was taken from international conventions and acts Croatia is signatory to
that are based on the pivotal constructs of multiculturalism and peaceful
coexistence.

The concept of autochthonous minorities implied only minorities who had previously
been residing in a country for over one hundred years. This notion was, fortunately, later
dropped for being rather dubious and Bosniaks were eventually granted minority status.
For more on the ideological aspects of term ‘autochthonous’, see article by Irena Šumi and
Alenka Janko Spreizer (2011:101–121).
7
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DEFINING THE NATIONAL (ETHNIC) IDENTITY: CHOICE,
COERCION OR SOMETHING ELSE?
Definition of one’s identity by members of a certain national minority
community can be contingent on various historic, political or other factors.
Through different examples of national minorities, it will be shown that
ethnic (national) identity is a ‘product’ of ethnic situation in which ethnic
groups and individuals apply primordial, instrumentalist and constructivist
strategies so as to define the situation in conjunction with other ethnic
groups.
It is these ‘primordial’8 determinants of identity, as first used by
Shils (1957), that were the foundation of maintaining primary groups
and connective tissue of integration and reproduction of global society.
According to Geertz (1963), primordiality is a cultural fact implying
solidarity characterized by sense of closeness (blood ties, religion,
language…). Primordial determinants of the identity of ethnic groups are
a ‘given’ base for building the identity of individuals, members of ethnic
groups. Construction of identity or self-descriptions produced continuously
by individuals or ethnic groups cannot come from thin air or arbitrarily,
for that matter. The reality of the world and ethnic situation is socially
constructed as a result of implicit work of social institutions, while ethnic
institutions are, according to Mary Douglas, by definition, primordial – zero
institutions (Douglas 2001).
Ethnic identity may also be utilized instrumentally as a resource
subjectable to mobilization in winning political authority and economic
wealth. Glazer and Moynihan (1975:18) stress these as forms of
identification based on different realities such as religion, language or
national origin, sharing a common “fact of having become effective foci
of group mobilization for concrete political goals”. Ethnicity stimulates
group solidarity and veils specific common interests fought for. (Cohen
1969). Ethnic groups are defined as instrumental groups, artificially

An exceptional debate on the primordial – instrumentalist correlation in the construction
of ethnic identity can be found in a book by Irena Šumi: Kultura, etničnost, mejnost.
8
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created and maintained for their pragmatic utility (Vincent 1974). It has
been demonstrated that, according to quoted authors, ethnic identity
may be utilized to achieve individual goals, while in some situations it
may become the means of collective (ethnic) mobilization in a struggle
for power. Interactionalists have developed two streams of theoretic
approach, the first of which focuses on procedures of classification and
categorization to manage interaction, while the second tackles the issue
of social status.
The former approach was developed in 1950s by researchers from
the Rhodes-Livingstone Institute. Ethnicity is seen as a dynamic category.
Ethnic identity is defined as a cognitive framework with a pivotal role in
social relationships and interpretation of certain situations. Ethnic symbols
and names represent cognitive points the actors resort to in order to verify
the propriety of their own behavior. Categories forming one ethnic group
always contrast each other. The birth of one category necessarily stimulates
the onset of associated categories.
The latter approach, developed by S. M. Lyman and W. Douglass
(1972), defines ethnicity as part of a situation where actors find themselves
while interacting. According to the two, ethnicity appears as means of
construction, manipulation and modification of reality. Contacts and
interaction between the actors yield a variety of situations defining a variety
of identities. This way, a situational analysis of ethnicity has to do with a
study of diverse strategies by individuals (changing ethnic identity as a
strategy for realizing own interests) in shaping and expressing their ethnic
identity.
Constructivists (Cornell, Harman 1998) see national identity as
developing and building over the course of lifetime, sometimes the result
of free choice of the individual and sometimes a combination of hereditary
plus predefined and newly formed identities.
The following stories exemplify how the national identity of given
minorities in the Croatian territory was the result of free choice, coercion
or something else.
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COLLECTIVE GUILT: GERMAN STIGMA AND EXILE
Collective guilt is a psychological experience which may or may
not have real connotations of the relived; Individual group members need
not participate in causing damage or injustice to another group. Collective
guilt has most commonly two basic manifestations: accepting collective
guilt or ascribing collective guilt. Here, the latter form, specific for the
insistence of the victimized group that another group assume responsibility
and collective guilt, will be discussed. Specifically, this is an example of
categorizing German national minority living in the area of SRC/SFRY as
the guilty party based on the crimes committed by their compatriots during
WW2. By a draconic decision by the Anti-Fascist Council for the National
Liberation of Yugoslavia (AVNOJ) dated 21 November 1944, all property
of the Reich citizens and German nationals in the territory of Yugoslavia
(with the exception of soldiers in the People’s Liberation Army (NOV) units
or subjects of neutral states not suspected of supporting the enemy during
the war) was seized by the state (Geiger 1997:31). According to the then
understanding, the “issue of Volksdeutsche in Yugoslavia should be settled
once and for all” and the “state should be cleansed of minorities”:
“In addition to military cleansing, other means should be applied
to force national minorities to emigration. Primarily on account of
their taking sides during the war, they should be deprived of all their
minority rights. All minority members who placed themselves at the
service of occupying forces should be roothlessly court marshalled.
Concentration camps should be built for them, their properties seized,
their families also sent to camps and then transferred to their national
states as soon as possible.” (Vasa Čubrilović, university professor
at the time, author of exposé on the exile of Germans, Hungarians,
Romanians and Albanians from Yugoslavia, dated 3 November 1944
for the Presidium of the People’s Assembly of the People’s Republic
of Serbia, Beus Richemberg 2010:189)

According to testimonies by members of the German national
minority, as early as in 1943 different attitudes formed towards Germans
(Volksdeutsche) in Croatia, that is Yugoslavia. What used to be exemplary
and hardworking neighbors were suddenly categorized as an ‘unwanted
criminal nation’.
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“Year 1943 was a good indicator of the final outcome of war.
Those were harsh times for the Germans regardless of what kind of
people they were. Whether someone was honest and kind-hearted,
ideological opponent of Nazism or, simply, a woman, child or weak
old man became irrelevant. It sufficed being a German to be tagged.”
(O. K., born 1939, Beli Manastir).

At the time, forced relocation, a somewhat of an exodus, of Germans
from the SFRY/RC took place. German authorities evacuated to the West a
vast number of German-origin families located in satellite states. According
to own recollection, a picturesque impression of the German exile, as well
as dislocation of his own family, is given by an interviewee from Beli
Manastir:
“Krauts left on wagons, just like Indians in the movies, in the fall of
1944. Their left the furniture and buried the china hoping they would
return. Some things they hid by partitioning cellars. When Belgrade
passed the decision that all Germans were enemies, we were sent to
camp. My grandparents were left in Baranja. My great grandmother
and us, children, were taken to Mitvar near Grabovac for about a
month. Later on, we were transferred to Đakovo. We walked there
(when I saw Vukovar and the lines of people during the latest war, I
saw myself). My uncle, a partisan, came for us at the camp and took
us back home.” (P. M., born 1933, Beli Manastir)

A large number of Germans who stayed in Yugoslavia or returned
there from Germany or Austria ended up in camps all over the country. One
interviewee shares his experience:
“Our family was always at the head of the line, front rows. My
mother would carry my younger brother and whatever was left in one
suitcase, my grandparents what they had wrapped up in a bundle, my
aunt her baby boy and I walked clinging to my mother’s skirt not to
fall behind.” (O. K., born 1939, Beli Manastir)

Apparently, being a German in postwar SFRY/RC (whether or not
one had participated in the war or had just been a baby) meant being a
member of a criminal people and thus bearing stigma. The ramifications of
48
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collective guilt blame were devastating, among other, changes in the ethnic
structure of settlements, Germans declaring themselves as Hungarians or
Yugoslavs, fear of using one’s own mother tongue, trauma, stigma/social
exclusion, etc.
Such traumatic situation lead to repression of one’s true identity and
accepting what was the desirable option or existentially the only acceptable
identity. The following examples speak in favor thereof:
“I was constantly tied and yelled at: Kraut! Kraut! If you had no
Serbian origin, then you had big problems finding work. Me and my
brother, my mother always declared as Yugoslavs. You were born in
Yugoslavia and as far as that state exists, Yugoslavian you will be.
When Yugoslavia ceases to exist, you will get to decide what to call
yourself.” (B. M., born 1956, Širine);
“I could only speak German. My mother would not let us use it.
Under this social pressure my brother and I practically lost touch
with the language. We picked up Hungarian and Serbo-Croatian. I
was enrolled into school as a Hungarian. Being Hungarian was less
awkward. At the time, there were many Hungarized Germans. I was
a registered Hungarian up until the 70s, when the single L in my last
name became double L.” (O. K., born 1939, Beli Manastir)

Between 1943 and 1990s, the national identity of the German
minority in the region was hidden and repressed. It was not before the
democratization and break-up of the SFRY that Germans started declaring
themselves as such. It was then that this national minority assumed back its
social visibility.9

9

For more on this topic, see Škiljan (2014a).
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JASENOVAC COMMEMORATION – IMPORTANCE OF
COLLECTIVE MEMORY IN FORMING NATIONAL IDENTITY
If we opt for the individualist interpretation of collective memories,
then focus will be placed on individuals as bearers of these memories.
Individuals in their minds activate collective memories, and by adopting
and giving significance to them, collective memories acquire use value
(Kansteiner 2002). The importance of collective memories of the WW2
victims will be shown in Romanies’ and Serbs’ stories. The place/
monument honoring their personified memory is the Jasenovac Camp,
where, according to the name list, 83,145 victims lost their lives.10
Ustashi crimes committed to Serbs ensued mere days upon founding
the Independent State of Croatia (NDH), resulting in numerous Serbs
joining the Partisans. Woman D.K. from Kusonje near Pakrac (born
1961) speaks about the “significance of annual partisan celebration in the
village in commemoration of the mass slaughter of 1942”. Another young
interviewee says: “I learned about Jasenovac early on…” (M. I., born 1986).
Concentration and death camps, as well as the locations of mass
executions are even today places of collective memories for both Serbs
and Romanies in Croatia. As is evident from real-life experiences, and in
most cases of memories recounted and relived through transgenerational
perspective, which implies continual reconstruction of the issue of victim
(own people) and criminal (collective guilt of all Croats), the bearers of such
traumatic collective memories sense a strong moral obligation towards their
ancestors through conscious effort to never let the injustice be forgotten. A
similar mytho-constructivist notion of nation is encountered among young
descendants of Croatian immigrants in the case of Bleiburg Commemoration
(Perić Kaselj 2014). The myths of past shape an ethnic/national community
thereby turning into focal points in forming a nation (Dugandžija 1999). By
retelling myths, the ethnic community is restored. Going back in history is
essential for keeping the community focus in the present.
Interviewee M. S. from Veliki Grabičani near Koprivnica (born
1986) recounts the story of her grandfather whose father was executed in
Jasenovac. This left an irretraceable stamp on his life:
10

www.jusp-jasenovac.hr
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“Grandfather lost his father when he was five or six. After that, he
never liked Croats and for the rest of his life he attended Jasenovac
commemorations and Jasenovac became a strong part of his identity.”

Jasenovac has played a crucial role for the collective memory of
Romanies too. The Romany commemoration is now honored at the Roma
graveyard in Uštica and their sacrifice, in proportion with their relative prewar
numbers, was by far the greatest. The times of Romany suffering during the
NDH are often compared to the Homeland War in Croatia, as witnessed by
the interviewee S. Đ., Romany from Bjelovar, born in postwar 1947:
“In 1941 and 1991, the writing was on the wall for the Romanies.
This is why there are so few left in Bjelovar and why in 2001 they
would not declare themselves as Romanies. Of my Đurđevići line,
578 died in Jasenovac. We may reconcile with the Croatian people,
but we cannot forget.”

There are graffiti/messages of intolerance and stigmatization even
today in Čakovec (county center with the largest number of Romanies in
Croatia) testifying to the identification of Romanies with Jasenovac. This
is what interviewee M. M., Romany from Mursko Središće, born in 1982
speaks about: “Čakovec had an inscription: Enough with the Gypsies; Gypsies
– Jasenovac, train with no return ...” It is precisely this type of collective
memory that will reach its peak during the Homeland War, when Romanies
and Serbs will identify the Croatian national identity with that of the Ustashi.

BREAK OF SOCIALISM: NATIONAL MINORITIES CAUGHT
BETWEEN THE CROATIAN INDEPENDENCE AND
PRESERVATION OF YUGOSLAVIA
The break of socialism was announced by the first multiparty elections
held in Croatia in 1990. National minorities in Croatia found themselves
in a tight spot at that moment (in ethnically heterogeneous areas).
Hungarians, Romanies, Ruthenians and Slovaks made up this panoptikum
of heterogeneity of nations in east Slavonia, west Srijem and Baranja,
while the Czech, Ukrainians and Italians made up a similar panoptikum
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in west Slavonia. The causes of disorientation were political activity in a
long-standing and well-functioning single-party system which considered
nationality as an insignificant, if not detrimental, political category, and
characterized every step in this direction as nationalism and failure to
integrate into the Yugoslavian society. The chaos with peoplehood in the new
situation was further weighted down by political leaders of the peoples who
for years represented given ethnic groups but could not, at a certain point
in time, change political programs. In addition to that, central associations,
mostly cultural in nature, were most frequently placed in the neighboring
Vojvodina (as was the case with Slovaks, Hungarians, Ruthenians and
Ukrainians). The consequence was a defeat in the election that did not
bring a minority list or minority representatives. Members of national
minorities living as neighbors to Croats mostly opted for independent
Croatia, while those living together with Serbs saw the only option in a
common Yugoslavian state. Their choices were known to depend, to a
point, on religious issues. The Romanies in Baranja (predominantly Eastern
Orthodox), likewise, stayed true to Serbs, while Roman Catholic Romanies
in Slavonia and Međimurje adhered to the Croatian side. Evangelicals
(Slovaks), Calvinists (Hungarians) and Greek Catholics (Ruthenians and
Ukrainians) remained, in the vast majority of cases, close to Croats.
The story of village Mikluševci shows how the Ruthenians received
democratic change and the birth of independent Croatia. Mikluševci
in 1991 totaled 648 inhabitants, whereof 521 Ruthenians, 73 Serbs, 44
Croats, 2 Ukrainians, 1 German and 7 undeclared. At the referendum for
the Croatian independence, around 70% of Mikleuševci voters declared
themselves as pro-independence. One part of Ruthenians and Serbs voted
for the preservation of Yugoslavia, while another part of the village opted
for independent Croatia. After the taking of Mikluševci by the Yugoslav
National Army (JNA), all those who remained and voted for the Croatian
Democratic Union (HDZ) (64 households or more than 150 people) had
to go in exile. Village headquarters after JNA seizure was managed by
local Serbs and Ruthenians. Ruthenian houses that had been evacuated
were seized in the name of Serbian Autonomous District (SAO) of East
Slavonia, Baranja and West Srijem with the intention of populating them
with Serbs from Vukovar whose houses had been destroyed in war. D. M.
from Mikluševci stated:
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“Our Ruthenians, you know, are like sunflowers. When Tuđman rose
to power, they all supported him because he sent his delegates around
to promise them land and houses, new mechanization. When Tuđman
went down, and with him one part of his Croatia, they were suddenly
pro-Yugoslavia. Now they are asking the army to take them in saying
that it was not their fault, that they were loyal citizens of this village.
Whoever is in power, the Ruthenians vote for them. Only, you know,
we refuse to live with such folk. It’s them or us. When we, Serbs, are
passing down the village, they sneer at us and turn around: ʻLook,
there goes a Serbʼ. We will not have it. All who have done wrong need
to go. It is either that or we shall call for Goran Hadžić to take care
of the remaining 15 Serbian homes, to evacuate us. [...] The army has
been pleading with them for seven days to surrender their weapons,
or they will bombard the village. Joakim Ljikar says to my husband:
ʻLet them tear it down, Tuđman and the Vatican will build him a new
houseʼ. What is it that his father wants now, he has no right here. His
grandson and sons have already left...”

It was not until 1998 that the Ruthenians came back to Mikluševci
and Petrovci. The Serbs exiled from the areas of Slatina, Požega, Đakovo,
Pakrac, Vinkovci, Slavonski Brod, Orahovica, Karlovac, Slunj, Vukovar
and Nova Gradiška (Biki 2007) stayed in their houses between 1993 and
1997 (Biki 2007). In the Homeland War, the Ruthenians and Ukrainians
were the most numerous national minorities in the lines of the Croatian
Army, namely 410 of them.

INTEGRAL YUGOSLAV NATIONALITY
Integral Yugoslav nationality is a political and ideological construct
depicting the uniqueness of the Yugoslav nation against the ethnic/national
idiosyncrasies of the peoples populating the Yugoslav territory. Category
‘Yugoslav’ was not officially introduced into the census until the third
postwar census of 1961, describing inhabitants who could not declare for
themselves one single identity (Petrović 1983). Between 1961 and 1981, all
parts of former Yugoslavia reported increased numbers of citizens declaring
themselves as Yugoslav. Croatia in 1961 had 1.9% declared Yugoslavs,
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8.2% in 1981, while in 1991, on the eve of the fall of Yugoslavia and end
of war, this share dropped to 2.2% (Sekulić 1997). Such drastic drop is the
consequence of national conflicts and break of the Yugoslavian state. The
main reasons for declaring oneself a Yugoslav Sekulić (2001) finds in the
following factors: 1. minority status – minorities avoided having a minority
status by declaring oneself Yugoslavian (universalist ideologies saved
them from the minority status); 2. demographics – in choosing between
their two nationalities, children of mixed marriages rather opted for the
Yugoslavian nationality; 3. politics – membership in the Party and other
social organizations leaned spontaneously towards Yugoslavian nationality;
4. modernization – younger and more urbane persons were inclined towards
a Yugoslavian identity; 5. a minor share protested against ethnic nationalism
(Sekulić 2003:153). Declaring oneself Yugoslav, according to Sekulić
(2003:153), was probably not based solely on ‘positive’ identification with
the Yugoslavian identity, but was also a result of ‘negative’ identification
with traditional nationalism and its role in the Yugoslavian policy.
Certain factors of Sekulić’ theoretical deliberations are substantiated
by the following examples of children from mixed marriages choosing
Yugoslav nationality and ethnically conditioned choice after the break of
Yugoslavia: “I was a Yugoslavian woman because my father was German
and mother Serbian. So, first and foremost, I am a Yugoslavian and only
then Baranian. The state I loved was suddenly gone and I decided to become
a declared German” (J. Š., born 1955, Beli Manastir). B. M., also German,
born in 1956, from Širena, felt it “least painful to assume the nationality
of the state one was born in” and, consequently, remained a Yugoslav up
until 1989. Through democratic changes that ensued, he reassumed German
nationality. His parents remained in Baranja during the war, but experienced
suffering on account of their German nationality and were supposed to be
evicted, that is exiled. They were protected by their Serbian neighbours.
Younger and more urbane inhabitants chose to declare themselves
Yugoslavian and saw national and religious differences as insignificant. An
interviewee from Knin who was 12 at the time of initial war conflicts, had
even before the war, just like his entire family, been a declared Yugoslav:
“Before the war, I was unaware of such category as nationality. It
was only then that I heard people in my surroundings were divided
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into Serbs, Croats and other nations. Family patron saint (Slava) has
always been celebrated in our house (even during socialism). We
were the only house to do so in the wider neighborhood, but at no
time were we pointed at as Serbs. All I knew was that there was a
confessionary difference.” (M. S., born 1979, Knin)

An interviewee (M. H., Zagreb) residing in Varaždin and born in
1940, points out that before 1990 nobody asked anybody who they were
(implying ethnic/national identity) and he attributed that to the benefits
of the Yugoslavian system and state where anybody who wanted it, could
simply assume a Yugoslavian nationality and ideology:
“This was the advantage of the ‘brotherhood and unity’. With the
advent of democracy, one had to make a choice. It was a shock for
my children who had never been nationally oriented. It just never
came up. We were living in Croatia as isolated as an island [referring
to the fact that at home the family spoke Slovene (author’s note)] and
there was no need to publicly declare our nationality. It was only then
that I and a colleague of mine at the school recognized each other
as Slovenes, or in other words, it was only in the new state that we
learned who our nationals were.”

Respondent O.P., born in Ljubljana in 1941, living in Varaždin,
likewise, points out that the change and emphatic display of ethnicity/
nationality among national minorities came with the fall of SFRY:
“After the break of Yugoslavia I declared myself Slovene. Even
before that I was proud to be a Slovenian woman because Slovenes
are, as you know, hard-working and diligent. And today – my son
asks me: Why do you need to be Slovenian?”

As the presented stories illustrate, Yugoslavian identity as an
expression of modernization, minority or demographic (mixed marriages)
situation disappears with the break of the Yugoslavian state and takes
Yugoslavian identity as a constructed national category with it.
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HOMELAND WAR: NATIONAL/ETHNIC PRINCIPLE BASED
ON THE CRITERION OF WHO (IN WAR) WAS ON WHICH SIDE
National identity, as all other forms of social identity, is a complex
configuration, always a relationship between varying shares of the individual
and the collective within a full spectrum of past, lived, acquired and attributed
significations whose structure changes under the influence of external factors.
The Homeland War, characterized by specific war and traumatic conditions,
forced relocation of population, raging of nationalism and numerous other
processes, led to a redefinition of the identities of the members of minority
communities living in the area. A case from Baranja, municipality of Beli
Manastir should be singled out as a multicultural and multinational settlement
which in 1991 counted 22,740 Croats, 13,851 Serbs, 8,956 Hungarians and
8,718 others, among which 433 Germans and 381 Romanies (Census of
1991, 48–49). In 1991, the municipality of Beli Manastir exited the Republic
of Croatia and joined the SAO East Slavonia, Baranja and West Srijem that
included the entire municipality of Vukovar and parts of what was once
municipality Vinkovci and Osijek. As, geographically, this area gravitated
directly towards the neighboring Serbia, it was economically and politically
associated with the Serbian territory. Following the break of Yugoslavia,
members of national minorities faced a difficult choice: to remain in Baranja
under Serb authority or to relocate to the territory under Croatian rule.
According to B.P. from Bolman, born in 1961, a Romany representative for
the area of Beli Manastir, during the Homeland War, the Romanies in Baranja
in 99% of cases remained in their houses and up to that moment had mostly
identified with and declared themselves as Yugoslavs:
”Where could we go when the war broke out? You cannot disappear
off the face of the earth, and wherever you go you will pine after
Baranja and your house. And to be honest, the Romanies felt as
Yugoslavs here and, again truthfully, in 1991 we got scared at the
prospect of the Croatian rule that seemed to promise a continuation
of the Ustashi regime, which slaughtered thousands and thousands
of Romanies from the region. So we thought it was better to stay in
Yugoslavia, whatever it was.”

We learn about the circumstances of the Homeland War and the
position of the Roma minority from a conversation between interviewees.
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According to their recounts, after the war the Romanies were, primarily
because they stayed in their homes and did not leave Baranja, accused by
Hungarians and Croatians of having cooperated with Serbs, as the finest
soldiers in the Serbian army, and of having pillaged deserted Croatian
villages across Baranja. The Roma settlement in the Hungarian village
Vardarac was bombed, and demobilized defenders on several occasions
fired at the Roma houses in the village. After this, many Romanies left
Baranja and moved to Serbia or the West. One part of Roma refugees
returned several years later. The Romanies’ position in Baranja in the late
1990s was discussed by Romany representatives in article Dom za bežanje
(‘Home for Fleeing’) published in the Feral Tribune (1999)11 on 31 August
1999, page 4: Zoran Mitrović from Torjanci:
“Whoever rises to power, comes down hard on the Gypsies. We were
better off, my brother, when Tito was alive. After that, we have been
screwed over by every Tom, Dick and Harry. The war started, Serbs
came to the rule and we were immediately mobilized. Serbs don’t ask
you nicely; It’s either get in or lose your head. If you can’t carry a gun,
you can dig, so you dig while he holds a gun to your back. You can
play the hero and refuse to dig. That’s what kind of Chetniks we were.”

The fact that the Romanies in Torjanci were Roman Catholic caused
even further problems. Vlado Palko of Torjanci puts it in his own words:
“Watch this: While we were tagged Chetniks, the true Chetniks
called us Ustashi because Romanies in Torjanci are Catholic. The
Romanies in Baranja joined the predominant church in a village;
Here it was the Catholic Church. Ever since Croats came back to the
village, the parish priest refuses to baptize our children, so we are
forced to seek connections among priests in Osijek. The only thing
he can’t do is to ban us from the church, but he humiliates us at mass
saying: ‘Come closer, my Gypsies.’ We are thought to be Ustashi
even by our relatives who left for Yugoslavia.”12

Feral Tribune, “Dom za bežanje” (‘Home for Fleeing’, allusion to the film ‘Time of the
Gypsies’, literally translated as ‘home for hanging’; translator’s note), 31 August 1999:4.
12
http://www.aimpress.ch/dyn/pubs/archive/data/199908/90831-002-pubs-zag.htm.
11
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J. Š., born in 1955, from Beli Manastir, talks about the position of
Germans in Baranja:
“After Germany acknowledged Croatia, I was to be fired on four
occasions. However, as my father was a revered citizen of Beli
Manastir, I had people backing me up. Each non-Serb had one Serb
designated to watch over them. After peaceful reintegration in 1997,
I was, eventually, fired for being a non-Croat and for staying during
the Serbian rule.”

A testimony by J. M., president of the Ljudevit Štur Slovak Cultural
and Educational Society, warns about the Slovaks’ status during the
Homeland War:
“A convoy from Ilok left on 17 October 1991 with 7,000 people in
it. The first mobilization of those who remained in Ilok ensued as
early as in November, though the army guaranteed that whoever
stayed in Ilok would not be mobilized. Except us, Slovaks, many
Croats also stayed in Ilok and were likewise mobilized. The first
trauma we experienced the same day when the army and its troops
entered the city. [...] Besides the Slovak Embassy, at the time, we were
strongly supported by the Slovaks of Vojvodina and Slovak Cultural
Society in Yugoslavia. Vojvodina Slovak Cultural Society organized
in 1992 help in food and clothes for the Slovaks living in Ilok. The
first truck arrived in April, and, after that, continued coming on a
weekly basis. In the first weeks, we gave out help only to Slovaks,
but soon desperate Croats who had nobody to turn to started coming
too. [...] After operations Flash and Storm in 1995, it was the worst
times for us. We were brought to labor camps and they did with us
what they wanted. […] In 1995, the Dayton Agreement was signed
and, subsequently, the Erdut Agreement. We were gradually released
home… In 1996, the situation improved. [...] Some went to free
territories to meet their families, some for the first time in five or six
years.” (Kuric 2002:123–125)
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STIGMA OF CONFESSIONARY DENOMINATION: MUSLIMCROATIAN WAR IN BOSNIA13
Democratic changes that ensued in the 90s dramatically changed the
position of Muslims in Croatia. A representative of the Bosniak national
community for Primorje-Gorski Kotar County, I. R. from Šturlić, born
1956, thinks that Bosniaks were treated well in Yugoslavia and that they
welcomed the state framework in their coexistence with other peoples of
Yugoslavia. He recounts that since Croatian independence, the Muslims
were at first favored by the Croatian politicians:
“We are part of the common political body. They expected too much
from us not to be us but them, while they did not see themselves as us.
The Croatian political body would not acknowledge us as a separate
nation. We supported the defense of the RC and responded in higher
percentage than the majority people. The relationship towards the
Muslims changed in July and August 1992. From that moment when
the defense of Bosnia and Herzegovina became serious, there was a
visible change in the official Croatian policy towards Muslims. It was
a relationship conditioned by the desire to create the Great Croatia,
while the terror wave that Bosniaks/Muslims were subject to on the
Croatian territory peaked in 1993.”

Problems during the Croatian-Muslim War were mostly had by
Muslims/Bosniaks in larger urban centers such as Rijeka and Zagreb; namely
phone threats and job dismissals, or in some cases even police interrogations
and physical assaults. Respondent I. R., born in 1956, Šturlić, tells his story:
“… it was not until 1993 that I understood why Serbs had moved in
1991; Bosniaks/Muslims became the undesirable national minority
in 1993, just like Serbs were in 1991.”

Though during the war Bosniaks were not usually physically expelled
from their homes, they were administratively cut in numbers. No person

Bosniak-Croat or Croat-Bosniak conflict, often nicknamed ‘war within a war’, was a
conflict between the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and self-proclaimed Croatian
Union Herceg-Bosna, which lasted between 19 June 1992 and 23 February 1994.
13
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without Croatian citizenship could find employment or, by extension, take
part in the privatization of their company. Numerous Bosniaks/Muslims
migrated from Croatia during the initial years of war (1991–1993), the
reason being impossibility to acquire residential or employment rights. In
minor centers, such as Krk and Buzet, the relationship toward Bosniaks/
Muslims during the latest war (1991–1995) was by far more decent.
R. K. from Njivice on Krk was born in 1960 in Montenegro (Pljevlje)
and had, accordingly, felt Montenegrin up until the war in early 1990s.
Due to Muslim confession and his parents’ decision to declare themselves
Bosniaks, R. K. declared himself Bosniak too. Until then he had been
insulted at DINA, where he worked, as Chetnik, later on as Muslim. R.
K. emphasizes that at that time “one could take a hint that it was better
for everyone to go back to where they came from”. In Slunj area, where
Bosniaks made up the majority in several villages around Rakovica and
near Cetingrad, a similar scenario was witnessed by an interviewee from
Lipovac near Slunj:
“My daughter was told in school by Croat peers: ‘You are a Muslim.’ I
went to see her teacher and told him about the problem. He asked what
the problem was when she was, in fact, a Muslim. I told him: How
would you feel being addressed: ‘Hey, you, Catholic!’ This is why I
feel a stranger both here and in Bosnia. In Bosnia I had a different
accent and different license plates. I hold Croatia my home, but I am
also a proud Muslim and do not wish anyone to feel less worthy. I want
to defend my interests here, in my home.” (F. S., born 1976, Lipovac)

HIDDEN IDENTITY: IT IS NOT POPULAR BEING A SERB
AND EASTERN ORTHODOX CRISTIAN
The birth of the Croatian state during the war yielded strong national
identification and unity in a single identity. Serbs (in Serbia and Croatia)
were defined as the Others, different, and were usually seen negatively,
whether in the context of destiny and inferior status of Croats in Yugoslavia
or direct culprits for the Homeland War (Perić Kaselj 2015). One of the vital
differences emphasized between the two peoples was different confessionary
denomination. At that very time and just after the war, for many members of
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the Serbian national minority, it was easier to hide or simply not mention their
national identity. Here are some testimonies in favor of this:
“There were children who screamed at the mention of them being
Serbian. By growing up they realized this moment of discrimination,
humiliation and the fact that they had been hiding, and were forced
to grow into their identity. So now, in their late 20s they approach
and ask how they can get included. After 15 years of mimicry, now
he feels he should maybe get involved and that now’s the time to give
back to himself what had to be hidden deep inside. Back home the
problem still exists as parents never said to their children: ’You are
not a Serb’, but instead ‘You know, we are Serbs but you are just not
allowed to say it publicly!’ And having listened to this for all these
years, when you get to 25, you go: ‘Now, I want to say it!’” (N. P.,
born 1978, Hrvatska Kostajnica);

or
“Maybe it’s easier to say that you are Orthodox than Serb. Serbs are the
bad guys so it’s less dangerous to say Orthodox. It’s the light version.
When one of them told me he was Orthodox, I asked him: ‘So, you
are Bulgarian?’” (M. J., born 1957, Osijek). A rector from Novoseljani
in the vicinity of Bjelovar told a Serbian respondent (J.B., born 1947,
Kupinovac): “You would be surprised to know how many people
wanted to be excluded from the Orthodox Church, not to be black sheep,
to survive… This is, after all, evident in the census.” (Škiljan 2014a)

Other national minorities of Eastern Orthodox denomination have
also been excluded, for example Russians, Bulgarians, Macedonians
and Montenegrins. A Russian woman from Ekaterinburg, residing near
Karlovac, recounts the period just before the Homeland War:
“When the events of 1990 started, Croats and Serbs were suddenly
divided. My son asked me whether he was Croatian or Serbian. He
spoke Russian and Croatian and didn’t know who he was or how
to decide. Serbs turned away from me because my husband was
Croatian, while Croats called me a Chetnik. I received numerous
telephone threats.” (T. M., born 1946, Karlovac)
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The example of Russian women who came to Croatia after the
war shows a similar pattern of exclusion and identification of Orthodox
confession with the Serbian nationality even after the war, according to K.
H., head of a Croatian library for Ruthenians, Ukrainians and Russians:
“People were prejudiced against the Orthodox faith. They thought
that if you were Orthodox, you were automatically Serbian. And even
more so during the war. Many times later, I was directly humiliated…
In lower circles, this opinion still holds.”

FUNCTION OF RELIGION IN DEFENSE OF THE NATIONAL:
SERBS IN CROATIA AFTER THE 1990S
In deliberation of theoretical approaches to the national identity, the
starting point is usually key determinants or defining criteria. The debate
usually revolves around the determination of objective or subjective identity
criteria. Religion as an objective identity marker is traditionally defined as
an unchangeable and lasting determinant which an individual must accept if
they do not wish to remain outside of the group. One might say that religion
plays an important role in the multifariousness of human identities and is
equally vital for both types of identity – personal and social. It is particularly
significant in the process of constructing a national identity. Religious and
ethnic/national identities are usually strongly correlated. In the construction
of national identity in Croatia in 1990s, religion was understood as a
symbolic identity framework for the majority of population, and the
interconnection between the national and the religious was strongly stressed
(Črpić and Zrinščak 2010:5). The 1990s saw a revitalization of religion in
Croatia (Orthodox Church for Serbs and Catholic Church for Croats), as
well as a new social rapport with the religious in which religion increasingly
permeates the public sphere. Political elites, likewise, use identification with
the Church for their own political affirmation.
The awakening of Croatian nationalism in late 1980s and early 1990s
stirred up Serbs in a defense of their own identity from the Catholic Church,
to reactivate the Orthodox faith. In other words, religion was placed in
direct function of national identification. A woman B. V., born in 1950, from
Vrhovine near Otočac, feels that Serbs at that moment started learning about
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religion and custom, as for 45 years the two were most neglected. It was not
unusual to see elderly persons baptized only then and not before:
“My brother was baptized during the latest war, and he also
baptized his children. The spirit of Orthodox Church had been
awakened. Family patron saints were again celebrated. You know,
they knew nothing about it and had to learn from the elders and
relive it. It is because that war was ideological in nature, and this
one national. This all encouraged a revival of custom.” (B. V., born
1950, Vrhovine)

Interviewee M. C., born 1983, from Polača close to Knin, ties religion
to the war syndrome:
“Those villagers were looking for salvation and attempted to show
their Serbianity and their faith through religion. These were, after all,
small-scale villagers returning to their faith and finding in it the only
medium to express their identity.”

Religiousness was above all important in areas where Serbs were a
minority. This was the case in northwest Croatia in the vicinity of Lepavina:
“For us, religion is very important today. We are looking for
something that distinguishes us as Serbs. Without the Lepavina
Monastery, we would be lost. We are few and our identity is fading
away. Not suddenly but gradually. When you say to somebody what
patron saint is celebrated that day, they comment it’s irrelevant.” (M.
S., born 1986, Veliki Grabičani)

Interviewee M. J. from Čukovec, born in 1985, stresses the
significance of Lepavina for the Serbs of northwest Croatia:
“This is the largest gathering of Serbs in the area and you get to see
people from all the surrounding villages. The Orthodox Assumption
feast is frequented by local Croats too, just as Serbs visit the Ludbreg
church festival.” (for more, see Škiljan 2014b)
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NEW NATIONAL CATEGORIZATION: MUSLIMS BECOME
BOSNIAKS
In 1961 Bosnia had a high percentage of inhabitants nationally
declaring as Yugoslavs. This was the consequence of Muslims refusing
to identify with the prevailing national groups, i.e. Serbs and Croats.
(Ramet 1992:176–186). The Census of 1971 first introduced the category
of ‘Muslim’14 as nationality. Many Muslim Bosnians, who earlier declared
themselves Yugoslavs, now opted for ‘Muslim’. After the break of the
SFRY, the decision of 1993 rejected the name Muslim and adopted Bosniak.
The result was shifting Bosniak political elites from the state-forming to the
national idea, that is, towards defining Bosnia and Herzegovina as a single
tri-national union of all its peoples.15 By accepting the name, Bosniaks
wanted affirmation before an external force pulling the strings on both
Bosnia and Bosniakness (Jović 2013:14). To please Europe, a new national
name needed to be created because “whoever in Europe lacks a national
name, lacks a state. [...] abandoning Muslim domination was considered
approaching, but also a concession to Europe” (Šaćir 2012:194–195).
According to the Croatian Census of 2011, a quadruple dissolution is
visible of the formerly unified category (ethnic group) of ‘Muslim’16 into
Bosniak, Muslim, Bosnian and Herzegovinian17.
Abazović points out that the Muslim identity was created by merging socialism and
Islam. Islamic (religious) community (renamed from IVZ to IZ) was most cooperative
with the authorities, which is why the Communists did not create separate national Muslim
institutions. IZ was, at the same time, a cultural, identity and religious organization of the
budding nation. Author claims that the Islamic Community „was supposed to pose as a
national istitution of the Muslim people“. Šaćir notes that the name Muslim was a product
of compromise and insistence on a ‘religious’ name for the name of the nation to prevent
– and not encourage – an equal treatment with other Yugoslavian nations (Jović 2013:15).
15
Alija Izetbegović, Bosniak leader during 1990s, ceased being the leader of Bosnians and
Herzegovinians to become primarily a Bosniak leader. From this position, he accepted the
novel name because the believed that the West would not accept one of the three republics
being named Muslim. The change of national name is, therefore, a result of war, external
circumstances and political opportunism (Šaćir, from Jović 2003:28).
16
Croatian Census of 1991 reported 43,369 Muslims.
17
Where of 31,479 declared themselves Bosniaks, 7,558 Muslims, 2,059 Bosnians and
75 Herzegovinians.
14
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The process of changing ‘Muslim’ into ‘Bosniak’ is explained by
respondent H. Ć. (Slatina near Cazin, now Buzet), an active member of the
Bosniak National Community of the City of Buzet:
“Many could not tell nationality and confession apart. When we
did the list for changing the nationality from Muslim to Bosniak,
opposition was strong. We had to explain to the population that they
would have better rights as Bosniaks. At that time, the registrar’s
office in Buzet worked overtime, as well as over the weekends, so that
Muslims could be reregistered as Bosniaks. Some found it difficult to
go to the registrar’s office and reregister.”

Interviewee F. M. (Kosova near Maglaj, now Buzet) believes that
in 1990s Muslim identity underwent reexamination in terms of the nation
– religion – state correlation and the resulting situation caused confusion:
“There were people showing no interest who remained what they had been
before.” Bosniaks had to face rejection by their own Muslims/Bosniaks in
Buzet, as well as those in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Certain parts of Bosnia
and Herzegovina still strongly defend the idea of Bosniaks being Muslims
as the only identity they can take on. In west Bosnia, Bosniaks originally
from that part of the country were told by their relatives: “I live in Bosnia
and I know who I am. I am a Muslim.” (H. Ć., Slatina near Cazin, now
Buzet). Bosniaks from central Bosnia were told by their families in Bosnia:
“What do you want in Croatia? You want us to be Bosniaks, and we have
always been Bosnians” (F.M., Kosova near Maglaj, now Buzet).
One of our interlocutors explains his decision to stay registered in the
category ‘Muslim’:
“I am nothing, if I am not a Muslim. This is my religion and my
nation. It’s not Bosniaks over there in Šturlić [the next major village
across the border in Bosnia, opposite Bogovolja; author’s note], it’s
Bosnians. I have a problem with that. My grandfather was a Muslim
when Tito allowed us to be Muslims. We fought hard to be Muslims,
while Bosniaks were in Bosnia 300 years ago.” (Š. K., born 1977,
Komesarac)
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CONCLUSION: MUTUAL PERCEPTION IN ETHNIC
SITUATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF IDENTITY
Orientation and motivation of individuals in an ‘ethnic situation’ is
defined by cognitive, affective and moral programs of ethnic institutions.
Said programs yield and reinforce the borders toward other ethnic groups,
thus strengthening ethnic identity. Cognitive programs supply individuals
with the knowledge about themselves, their own groups, group legacy
and history (which is at times reduced to chosen ‘aspects of history’),
and the values of their group. A moral program implies a sense of group
responsibilities, such as the importance of learning an ethnic language,
passing of group moral values down to one’s descendants, endogamy and
solidarity with members of own ethnic group. The affective program of
ethnic identity includes a sense of group affection. It can, consequently,
be argued that institutions, chiefly ethnic, are the makers and keepers of
knowledge so necessary to their members to survive as a group (Isajiw
1988). Existent institutionalized internal determinations may provide
a defense from imposing external determinations. The experience of
categorization and classification can strengthen the existing group identity
through resistance, reaction and border reinforcement.
However, external categorization and classification, at the same
time, make up the vital dimensions of internal determination.18 External
determination, such as the others apply to us, doubtlessly has an effect
on our self-determination (Jenkins 1996:23). If one takes as constitutive
factor of ethnic situation a border between two ethnic groups in interaction,
institutions then assume a significant selective role. Institutions are, hence,
a selective mechanism making it possible for one effect to build upon
another, or one instance of communication on another, for something to be
remembered and something forgotten. With their categorizing/classifying
selective mechanism, institutions fuse the motives of effect and expectation
to build social structures through typing of actor behavior. Ethnic groups

Process of defining ‘ourselves’ requires ‘them’ to be different and thus separate from
‘us’ or to be contrasted with ‘us’. Group categorization will, most likely, reflect, at least
partially, a positive or negative categorization of others.
18
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cannot exist without other ethnic groups. They are, principally, a result
of long-term interactions in ethnic situations. According to Barth (1969),
ethnicity may and should be defined situationally, meaning here – relationally
and transactionally: it is (re)produced this side of ethnic border, on it and
across it. According to Barth, “ethnic groups are categories of attribution
and identification used by actors themselves” (1969:10). Ethnic groups/
institutions operate on the principle of simple binary coding. The basic coding
operation is realized by differentiation on the ‘us’ and ‘them’ axis, drawing a
border between the system and the environment. Further manipulation with
‘objects’ in the system environment is left to operative programs derived
from the elementary code. From the dialectic of internal coding and external
descriptions, the identity of ethnic groups is developed. External descriptions
– in the form of reasonable, scientific and ideological discourses and official
statistical lists – are an expression of the reflexive nature of modern social
order reproduced by creating different discourses about oneself. Discourse
is tightly connected with the ways societies are structured and organized.
Discourse forms personal and collective identities. Discourse as order – a
structured system of discoursive procedures – what words are appropriate in
which ethnic situation or in which moment and where an expression is held
to be true. Determining factor is what is worth knowing and remembering
against what can be repressed and surrendered to oblivion (Foucault
2007:17–19). Moreover, the purpose of continual production of discourse in
modern societies (most commonly in writing) is to develop mechanisms of
inclusion and exclusion of certain groups within the social system.
The present empirical research has confirmed the initial hypothesis on
the importance of Events in the classification and categorization of ethnic
and national minorities in the Republic of Croatia. Furthermore, the Event
proved to be vital for self-reflection by ethnic and minority groups which,
starting therefrom, ‘produce’ their own identity discourses and culture of
remembrance. Once developed, culture of remembrance is, according to the
research, highly successfully passed on from generation to generation of
members of ethnic/minority groups. Culture of remembrance is a powerful
tool in the fight of ethnic/national minorities to preserve their distinctiveness
in changeable and inopportune ethnic situations.
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